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ABSTRACT

Many satellite payloads require wide-band channels for transmission of large amounts of data to
users on the ground. These channels typically have substantial distortions, including bandlimiting
distortions and high power amplifier (HPA) nonlinearities that cause substantial degradation of bit
error rate performance compared to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) scenarios. An adap-
tive equalization algorithm has been selected as the solution to improving bit error rate perfor-
mance in the presence of these channel distortions.

This paper describes the design and implementation of an adaptive baseband equalizer (ABBE)
utilizing the latest FPGA technology. Implementation of the design was arrived at by first con-
structing a high fidelity channel simulation model, which incorporates worst-case signal impair-
ments over the entire data link. All of the modem digital signal processing functions, including
multirate carrier and symbol synchronization, are modeled, in addition to the adaptive complex
baseband equalizer. Different feedback and feed-forward tap combinations are considered as part
of the design optimization.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents results on the analysis, design, and implementation of a baseband equalizer
for a wide-band satellite data link. The high data rate requirements for this design are such that the
bit error rate (BER) performance is very sensitive to various link impairments, for example, chan-
nel bandwidth, passband gain flatness and phase nonlinearity, and high power amplifier (HPA)
AM/AM and AM/PM nonlinearity characteristics, to name a few. Designing a satellite data link
taking into account transponder imperfections is not a new topic [1]. As with any design task,
there are unique constraints that must be dealt with, yet still be able to meet the over-all perfor-
mance objectives.
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For the present development task it was decided to make use of a commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) high data rate modem product as an integral part of the overall receiver design. The
modem is flexible, as it is implemented using field programmable gate array (FPGA) technology.
However, due to the severity of the channel distortions at the maximum bit rate of about 300
Mbps, it was clear from the outset that some form of adaptive equalization was required to meet
BER performance requirements. Furthermore, an adaptive baseband equalizer (ABBE), also in
FPGA, following the COTS modem, forms a realizable hardware implementation. The remainder
of this paper will provide details on the analysis, design, and implementation of the ABBE. The
first section of this paper describes the end-to-end system, including details on the construction of
a high fidelity MATLAB simulation. The next section provides details on the implementation of
the baseband equalizer itself, followed by a section presenting simulation results. Conclusions and
suggested topics for further research are presented in the final section.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of the end-to-end system is given in Figure 1. The data link uses a relay satellite
with three hardware domains and two channel domains. The hardware domains consist of the
transmitter, relay satellite, and the ground receiver. Up-conversion and down-conversion opera-
tions, although not explicitly shown in Figure 1, are also present, as they are reflected in the vari-
ous distortion terms associated with the system modem. The two channel domains are the up-link

Figure 1: Data link analysis/simulation system block diagram.
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and down-link channels, each assumed to be a free-space propagation paths impaired only by
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Platform dynamics are present, but in the present discus-
sion we assume the demodulator tracking loop bandwidths make this impairment very small com-
pared with losses due to other impairments. Performance analysis has been further simplified by
assuming the end-to-end channel is downlink noise limited, thus the uplink noise source is turned
off in this study.

To understand the implication of the various signal impairments and distortions, a high fidelity
simulation model was constructed using MATLAB. The simulation operates at complex baseband
using multi-rate signal processing techniques for simulation efficiency, yet also maintain wave-
form fidelity. The model is configured using more than 60 distortion related parameters. Some of
the most critical parameters are modulation impairments such as IQ amplitude and phase imbal-
ance, signal bandpass filtering (complex baseband asymmetric lowpass filtering), and amplifier
nonlinearities (in particular the relationship between the maximum AM/PM slope in the operating
region and output back-off (OBO)). The bandpass filtering is present in all three hardware
domains, while amplifier distortions are only present in the transmitter and transponder. Interfer-
ing signals are also present, such as spurious phase modulation, incidental AM, spurious outputs,
oscillator phase noise, and symbol rate clock jitter. These other signals are present to varying
degrees in all three hardware domains. The Mod blocks, shown in Figure 1, indicate that the other
signal impairments enter the main signal flow via a variety of modulation means. In the receiver
the PSK demodulator has implementation loss that is a function of the bit rate, and is modeled
using a bit-true representation of the COTS modem. The modem model also includes multirate
asynchronous resampling coupled with the carrier and symbol tracking loops. The details of the
adaptive baseband equalizer (ABBE) will be presented in a later section of this paper.

Bandpass Filter Modeling

The bandpass filters present in the actual hardware significantly limit BER performance at high
data rates. The filters are implemented at complex baseband, meaning that zero frequency corre-
sponds to the nominal IF carrier frequency. These filters are best implemented in the simulation as
functional filters [2]. In a discrete-time domain waveform level simulation, the most direct way of
obtaining a functional filter is via frequency domain sampling. First the desired magnitude and
phase response versus frequency is described mathematically in a piecewise continuous fashion.

 uniformly spaced samples are then taken of this function over the interval
. For convenience in FFT based filtering,  is chosen as a power of two.

The filter complex impulse response is obtained via the inverse FFT (IFFT) and application of a
windowing function, in additional to the implicit rectangular window. Here we have chosen to use
a Hanning window. A high fidelity representation of the required frequency response can result in
a very high order FIR filter. Filter lengths in excess of 1024 are not uncommon, depending upon
other simulation requirements, e.g., enough waveform fidelity to model pulse rise and fall times
and pulse asymmetry. The actual filtering can then be implemented directly using the convolution
sum formula or using a more efficient transform domain filter which uses the FFT/IFFT with
overlap and add or overlap and save to avoid time domain aliasing. Including the filter length and
over-sampling rate with respect to the symbol rate, 15 parameters are required to build each filter.
The piecewise function for the filter magnitude response in dB is given by

NFIR
fsamp– 2⁄ fsamp 2⁄,[ ] NFIR
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(1)

where B is the passband, nominally  MHz about the IF carrier, thus  MHz, and f is in
MHz. The parameters  and  describe the gain flatness over the pass-
band in terms of the sinusoidal ripple coefficient (peak), ripple period in MHz, ripple phase in
radians, linear (tilt) coefficient, and the parabolic coefficient, respectively. The coefficient ,
in dB/MHz, describes the filter skirt response from the upper and lower 3dB cutoff frequencies
down to the stopband. Since the filter 3dB bandwidth lies outside the nominal passband, a linear
amplitude transition is provided between  and . The remaining coefficients in (1)
are determined from the boundary conditions between the piecewise intervals to insure continuity.
The piecewise function for the excess phase in degrees, that is phase shift in addition to linear
phase required to make the FIR filter causal, is given by

(2)

where the parameters  and  describe the phase deviation from linear
phase over the passband in terms of the sinusoidal ripple coefficient (peak), ripple period in MHz,
ripple phase in radians, parabolic coefficient, and cubic coefficient, respectively.

An example of a typical filter used for the transponder model is shown in Figure 2. Here the filter
length is 4096 and the waveform fidelity is 34 samples per symbol. Note in this example the filter
ripple bandwidth is 160 MHz with a channel bandwidth of 240 MHz and a steep rolloff of 3.7 dB/
MHz. The passband contains ripple, tilt, and parabolic gain terms. The passband phase deviation
from linear phase contains ripple, parabolic, and cubic terms. The dashed lines indicate the filter
design requirement envelope bounds. If the filter length is reduced to 2048 taps, the response is
much the same, except the envelope bounds of the amplitude and phase ripple are not quite
achieved. Reducing the sample resolution from 34 to 20 samples per symbol corrects this prob-
lem, but other waveform modeling requires this high oversampling rate.

HPA Modeling

Amplifier nonlinearity, present at the transmitter and relay satellite, is modeled as a memoryless
nonlinearity using Saleh’s method as described in [2][3]. This technique uses a two-parameter fit
to the measured device AM/AM and AM/PM operating characteristics. The HPA output ampli-
tude versus input amplitude, A, modeled as

H f( ) dB
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(3)

and the HPA phase shift as a function of input amplitude is

, (4)

where  and  are the AM/AM and AM/PM model parameters respectively. For
complex baseband input , the input amplitude is

, (5)

with  also representing the instantaneous input power. Both (3) and (4) are normalized so that
at 0 dB input and 0 dB output, the HPA is in saturation. Reducing the mean value of the input
power below 0 dB constitutes input backoff (IBO), and results in a corresponding amount of out-
put backoff (OBO) via (3). The operating point for an amplifier is typically set in terms of a given
OBO or IBO value. In this study the transmitter HPA operates with a 1 dB OBO and the transpon-
der operates with a 3.7 dB OBO.

A further characterization of the HPA is the maximum slope of the AM/PM characteristic of (4)
relative to peak values of A. This slope value is known as the HPA AM/PM operating point in

. For example, an HPA with OBO of 1 dB corresponds to an IBO of 5.8 dB, and a maximum
AM/PM slope value of about 12 .

Oscillator Phase Noise and Clock Jitter Modeling

The simulation framework developed for this project also includes models for oscillator phase
noise and transmitter clock jitter. Both of these sources of BER degradation can be minimized
through proper design of the receiver carrier phase and symbol synchronization tracking loops.
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1 β0A
2

+
---------------------=

Figure 2: Transponder functional complex baseband bandpass filter magnitude and
phase deviation from linear phase.
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In a complex baseband simulation oscillator phase noise can be incorporated via a phase modula-
tor driven by a random number sequence having power spectral density corresponding to the
oscillator’s single-sideband (SSB) phase noise spectrum. We need to generate a random process
having a power-law spectrum of the form [4]

, (6)

where the bounds  and  are dictated by system requirements and knowledge of the carrier
phase symbol tracking loop noise equivalent bandwidths. Note that not all of the terms in (6) need
to be modeled. Simulating close-in phase noise in a complex baseband simulation is challenging
for a wideband system, since the time constants involved with (6) are very large compared with
the system sampling period, . In this model phase noise is generated in decade wide
bandwidths using multirate digital signal processing techniques. The lowest decade, e.g., 1–10 Hz
is upsampled and summed with the 10-100 Hz band, and so on, until a composite phase noise pro-
cess  is formed at sampling rate . For each subband, noise having power spectrum pro-
portional to , , is obtained by passing white noise through an FIR filter as
described in [5].

Phase noise in the transmitter clock oscillator (clock jitter) is another source of BER degradation.
The challenge with modeling clock jitter is that it must be imparted to the complex baseband sim-
ulation waveform by actually altering the symbol rate of the transmitted symbols. In the present
simulation a continuously variable digital delay was implemented as a means to introduce clock
jitter. The phase noise, , on a clock source can be represented as

(7)

where sgn( ) is the signum function (i.e. a hard limiter),  is the symbol rate, and  is a vari-
able time delay. In the simulation . By expanding the second line of (7)
we see that the clock phase noise (jitter) and time delay are related via

. (8)

Thus, a random time delay process or equivalent process model, can be used to drive a continu-
ously variable time delay function, and thus impart clock jitter on a complex baseband waveform.
In this study we have chosen to represent the clock jitter as a sum of randomly phased sinusoids,
to form a jitter spectrum having a power-law rolloff of  up to maximum frequency . This
modeling approach for the clock jitter process fits well with the system requirements of this
project. The fractional delay requirements of the variable delay block are met by employing a
Lagrange interpolator [6]. The instantaneous frequency deviation associated with the time delay

, denoted , along with , characterize the clock jitter process.

BASEBAND ADAPTIVE EQUALIZER DESIGN

The modulation scheme of primary interest in this study is offset quadrature phase-shift keying
(OQPSK), employing rectangular pulse shaping of duration . The cascade of transmit-
ter, transponder, and receiver bandpass filters, introduces considerable intersymbol interference
(ISI) to the received signal when the symbol rate approaches 300 Mbps. These three filters create
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a linear distortion channel which can be equalized using a baseband complex coefficient FIR fil-
ter. Since OQPSK sends I and Q data streams offset in time by , a linear minimum mean-
square error (LMMSE) equalizing filter needs to have taps spaced at  or half-baud fractional
spacing [7]. Since the filter distortion has asymmetrical frequency response there is cross-talk
between the I and Q signals. Cross-talk also occurs due to modulator imperfections, e.g., ampli-
tude and phase imbalance.

Early in this study, the LMMSE approach of Craig [7] was implemented to get an idea of how
many taps, would be required to satisfy BER requirements for just linear filter distortion. When
other distortions, in particular the nonlinear amplifiers, are added, the equivalent channel becomes
nonlinear and a pure LMMSE equalizer is no longer the best approach. A decision-directed (DD)
equalizer for OPQSK, as described by Bello [8], forms the starting point for our baseband adap-
tive equalizer design. Note that in [8] decision feedback equalization (DFE) is also employed,
although its use is optional in the implementation presented here. The fact that asymmetric chan-
nel distortions are present, as well as cross-talk due to modulator imperfections, led to us to con-
sider the asymmetric baseband equalization approach of Sari [9]. The final form of the baseband
equalizer, shown in Figure 3, employs two independent  complex tap feed forward adaptive

filters and optionally two  tap decision feedback adaptive filters. With OQPSK the  sam-
ple rate means that on even indexed samples filter adaptation occurs for the upper signal path (I
channel) and on odd indexed samples filter adaptation occurs for the lower signal path (Q chan-
nel). The upper and lower path error signals are real valued, but the input signals are complex,
thus the filter coefficients are complex, as expected since the channel impulse response is also
complex, including I/Q cross-talk.

A further consideration in the design of the equalizer deals with the adaptation process itself. DD
equalization assumes that hard I/Q bit decisions made on the unequalized channel are mostly cor-

Ts 2⁄
Ts 2⁄

Figure 3: Asymmetric baseband adaptive equalizer.

M1

M2 2Rs
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rect, thus allowing the filter to converge properly. The present application requires blind equaliza-
tion, meaning that the equalizer must learn the filter tap weights without a priori knowledge of the
channel distortion. A true blind equalization approach must be able to converge without hard deci-
sion data. To provide for blind equalization a constant modulus adaptation mode [10], for just the
feedforward taps, is included in the design of Figure 3. When the mean square error (MSE) drops
below a predefined threshold, the DD mode is engaged. If the channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
is high, then the equalizer may be started in the DD mode. The least mean square (LMS) adapta-
tion algorithm is used to update all of the filter coefficients. The rate of convergence is controlled
by separate update parameters , and  for the CM, DD, and DF portions of the filter
respectively. One final consideration is that of overall stability of the LMS algorithm. To insure
stability over time in the hardware implementation, coefficient leakage of the form

(9)

is included in the LMS algorithm, where , a very small positive number, is the leakage coeffi-
cient [10], W[k] is the tap weight vector, e[k] the error signal, and X[k] the input signal vector. In
the ordinary LMS .

The baseband equalizer is implemented using a Xilinx Virtex-4™ SX FPGA. The Virtex-4 fea-
tures ExtremeDSP™ slices, which allow for high performance DSP operations. The architecture
of the adaptive equalizer being an adaptive FIR filter, fits very well with the DSP Slice building
blocks.

RESULTS

In this section we consider the performance of the modem with and without the adaptive equal-
izer. For simplicity, only one distortion scenario is considered. The key distortion parameters,
(there are about 60 in total), are listed in Table 1. First we consider equalizer performance in terms

of I/Q scatter plots. Since we are dealing with OQPSK, the soft demodulator values input to the
equalizer need to be de-staggered baud rate sampled for proper display. In Figure 4 we see that
before equalization the OQPSK clusters are very large, non-circular in shape, and rotated at dif-
ferent angles. An equalizer with  and , denoted 40/0, is able to significantly

Table 1: Key distortion parameters used to obtain the simulation results.

Distortion Location/Type Parameter Values

Transmitter Modulator Amplitude imbalance = 0.25 dB, Phase imbalance = 

Transmitter HPA OBO = 1 dB, AM/PM = 

Transponder BPF Amplitude
(parameters reference (1))

BW = 160 MHz, Rolloff = 3.7 dB/MHz, = 1dB, = 20 MHz, =-

2.6E-2 dB/MHz, = 4.69E-5 

Transponder BPF Phase
(parameters reference (2))

, MHz, =1.13E-3 , = 1.40E-5 

µCM µDD, µDF

W k 1+[ ] 1 µγ–( )W k[ ] µe k[ ]X k[ ]+=

γ

γ 0=

2°–

10°/dB

Ar Ar period, Al

Ap db/MHz
2

A0 6°= A0 period, 20= A1 °/MHz
2

A2 °/MHz
3
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tighten the clusters and make them more circular.

The corresponding BER performance is shown in Figure 5. Each curve represents the average I/Q

channel probability of bit error. Without equalization the performance is very poor, with flaring as
the SNR level increases. When the 40/0 equalizer is engaged, the BER performance at 
improves by 8.1 dB, and the flaring disappears. The performance is still 4 dB away from theory,

Figure 4: Scatter plot before and after baseband equalization at high SNR with
 Mbps (  Msps), operating with 40 feedforward taps and DD

adaptation.
Rb 300= Rs 150=

Figure 5: BER performance at 300 Mbps with and without a 40/0 tap adaptive
equalizer.

10
6–
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however. Most of this degradation is due to the various distortions present in the system, which
the equalizer cannot correct. About 1 dB is due to implementation loss in the COTS modem when
operating at 300 Mbps.

CONCLUSION

A high fidelity model of a bandlimited, nonlinear, satellite communications link has been con-
structed for evaluating the performance of a high data rate FPGA based complex baseband adap-
tive equalizer. The model is configured with over 60 impairment and distortion related
parameters. The heart of the receiver is a COTS OQPSK modem cascaded with a Virtex-4™,
ExtremeDSP™ slice, implemented asymmetric equalizer. The equalizer employs the constant
modulus algorithm for initial adaptation and switches to a decision-directed algorithm when
coarse adaptation is complete. At 300 Mbps the equalizer offers about an 8.1 dB performance gain
at  BER.
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